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About This Game
The Andromeda galaxy is under attack. You must pilot your trusty X2000 fighter, eliminating hostile alien life wherever you
find it using a deadly assortment of weaponry, upgrading your ship's firepower as you carry out your mission to restore peace
once more through the total annihilation of all alien life encountered.

Key Features
Complex attack patterns
Demonstration / attract mode
Bosses have multiple destructible parts
Chain bonuses
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Power-ups
Check points
Particle effects
Up to 6 layers of parallax scrolling
60 FPS
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Title: Andromeda Wing
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Adam John Adkins
Publisher:
Adam John Adkins
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: XP
Processor: 2 GHz Single Core CPU
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: Graphics card with 1 GB RAM
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Storage: 200 MB available space

English
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Basically i bought this because i saw it and it was clearly Xenon 2, even almost exact copies of the enemies. Nonetheless it's
pretty ok on its own and it's always nice to take a walk back on memory lane and enjoy the experience.
There are some things that could use some work, like being able to have resolutions (steam overlay isn't really usable), the power
ups and things like speed seem to be gone when you change level, the hit box and dmg are not very intuitive... sometimes it
seems you can't avoid some dmg and in that sense, some bosses are weird to fight. Basically i bought this because i saw it and it
was clearly Xenon 2, even almost exact copies of the enemies. Nonetheless it's pretty ok on its own and it's always nice to take a
walk back on memory lane and enjoy the experience.
There are some things that could use some work, like being able to have resolutions (steam overlay isn't really usable), the power
ups and things like speed seem to be gone when you change level, the hit box and dmg are not very intuitive... sometimes it
seems you can't avoid some dmg and in that sense, some bosses are weird to fight. XENON 3 in everything but name and
therewith an nnmitigated fun factor experienced way beyond the price point of this game. Grab it on sale or at full price - worth
every penny. This games reeks of the love poured into it with a generous seasoning of old school. Smooth, polished, not overly
complicated controls and just get stuck right in and that was exactly what we did in the late '80's with most 16 Bit classics. This
is Xenon 2 reimagined, a blast from the past brought right up to date but still old school enough to bring a smile to your face
when you play it over and over. A really good shoot 'em up worthy of an 8\/10.
Conclusion: a love letter to the Amiga's golden years and it's a MEGABLAST!. Low rez, limited options, shallow. What's there
to love? I've played through and completed Xenon 2 and that's what caused me to buy this game; it's unashamedly a Xenon 2
clone albeit nearly thirty years too late. I'm OK with it. Xenon 2 isn't remembered for so long because it was crap. Andromeda
Wing has that one-more-go factor happening and some nicely rendered sprites. For five bucks, a very welcome trip down
memory lane.Dev continues to update as well.
I'm running the game with reshade to add some scanline and raster effects and it looks great.. Low rez, limited options, shallow.
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Andromeda Wing has that one-more-go factor happening and some nicely rendered sprites. For five bucks, a very welcome trip
down memory lane.Dev continues to update as well.
I'm running the game with reshade to add some scanline and raster effects and it looks great.. This is considerably more fun than
it has any right to be.
Feels like a homage to the Bitmap Brothers: sweet graphics, cool music, loads of power ups and a brutal difficulty level.
This is my idea of what a retro game should be. Really enjoyed what I've seen so far, though I've yet to catch a even a glimpse
of the level three boss, despite a couple of dozen plays.
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